Regeneration and functional recovery of intrapelvic nerves removed during extensive surgery by a new artificial nerve conduit: a breakthrough to radical operation for locally advanced and recurrent rectal cancers.
In the current strategy against locally advanced and recurrent rectal cancers possibly involving intrapelvic nerves, there has been a serious dilemma between extensive surgery and limited surgery. The former can attain high tumor curability by sacrificing the nerve functions while the latter prioritizes the patient quality of life by preserving the nerve functions but with a compromised curability. Here we present a new surgical strategy for locally advanced and recurrent rectal cancers, which realize both high tumor curability and good quality of life. A new artificial nerve conduit (polyglycolic acid collagen tube) developed by in site tissue engineering technology was applied to recovery the disturbed functions after removing the nerves from 11 patients undergoing extensive surgery for intrapelvic advanced or recurrent colorectal cancers. The reconstructed nerves included eight autonomic nerves which are essential for the genitourinary function and three somatic nerves which control the sensation and mobility of the legs. Out of ten cases followed up more than 2 years and evaluated fully, eight including two report cases showed a functional recovery of the disturbed autonomic and somatic nerves clinically. The nerve function started to recover from 3 to 6 months after the operation and continued to improve with times. No specific complications associated with the nerve repair have been noted. The new strategy utilizing the nerve conduit can be a breakthrough in radical operations for locally advanced and recurrent rectal cancers to resolve the problems between tumor curability and the patient quality of life.